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Towards an Immersive Virtual Reality Game for
Smarter Post-Stroke Rehabilitation

Aviv Elor, Mircea Teodorescu, and Sri Kurniawan
University of California - Santa Cruz, Departments of Computational Media and Computer Engineering

{aelor, mteodore, skurnia}@ucsc.edu

Abstract—Traditional forms of physical therapy and rehabili-
tation are often based on therapist observation and judgment, co-
incidentally this process oftentimes can be inaccurate, expensive,
and non-timely. Modern immersive Virtual Reality systems pro-
vide a unique opportunity to make the therapy process smarter.
In this paper, we present an immersive virtual reality stroke
rehabilitation game based on a widely accepted therapy method,
Constraint-Induced Therapy, that was evaluated by nine post-
stroke participants. We implement our game as a dynamically
adapting system that can account for the user’s motor abilities
while recording real-time motion capture and behavioral data.
The game also can be used for tele-rehabilitation, effectively
allowing therapists to connect with the participant remotely while
also having access to +90Hz real-time biofeedback data. Our
quantitative and qualitative results suggest that our system is
useful in increasing affordability, accuracy, and accessibility of
post-stroke motor treatment.

Index Terms—Assistive Technology, Virtual Reality, Human-
Computer Interaction, Stroke Rehabilitation, HTC Vive

I. INTRODUCTION

According to The National Institute of Neurological Disor-
ders and Stroke (NINDS), a component of the U.S. National
Institutes of Health (NIH), more than 700,000 people suffer a
stroke each year in the United States alone, and approximately
two-thirds of these individuals survive and require rehabilitation
[1]. Even though rehabilitation does not reverse brain damage,
it can substantially help people achieve the best possible
long-term outcome [2]. Rehabilitative therapy begins in the
acute-care hospital after the person‘s overall condition has
been stabilized, often within 24 to 48 hours after the stroke.
The first rehabilitative steps involve promoting independent
movement because many stroke survivors are paralyzed or
severely weakened [3]. For some survivors, rehabilitation will
be an ongoing process to maintain and refine skills for months
or years after the stroke [2].

One of the rehabilitation programs that can be required after
stroke is physical therapy. Physical therapies treat conditions
related to motor and sensory impairments. The goal is helping
survivors regain the use of stroke-impaired limbs or at least
learn compensatory strategies to reduce the effect of remaining
deficits. Stroke survivors tend to avoid using impaired limbs,
a behavior called learned non-use. However, the repetitive
use of impaired limbs encourages brain plasticity and helps
reduce disabilities [4]. Therefore, physical therapists usually
encourage the use of impaired limbs through selective sensory
stimulation such as tapping or stroking, active and passive

range-of-motion exercises, and temporary restraint of healthy
limbs while practicing motor tasks.

In practice, physical therapy emphasizes performing isolated
movements, repeatedly changing from one kind of movement
to another, and rehearsing complex movements that require
a combination of coordination and balance. A recent trend
in physical therapy emphasizes the effectiveness of engaging
in goal-directed activities, such as playing games, to promote
coordination [1].

A. Games for Physical Post-Stroke Rehabilitation

The physical rehabilitation communities have been express-
ing great enthusiasm for the potential to use gaming as a
way to motivate individuals post-stroke to perform intensive
repetitive task-based therapy, combined with motion capture
as a way to track therapy compliance and progress. Interactive
video games and Virtual Reality games were applied in stroke
rehabilitation as early as the era of Sony Play Station II Gaming
Console with the EyeToy Camera as the motion capture [5]
and Nintendo Wii [6]. The combination of games and motion
capture technology was used successfully in the home and the
clinical settings, demonstrating the feasibility and the potential
of the technology.

However, applying consoles and games that were designed
for entertainment to stroke rehabilitation has several challenges
such as user-interface design, game balancing, and data
collection. For example, the Wii responds to acceleration
more than position changes [7]. Because stroke rehabilitation
prescribes wide ranges of motion, which can observed using
position based tracking, it could be difficult to implement a
therapy game on the Wii that is more sensitive to acceleration.

B. Virtual Reality for Motor Stroke Rehabilitation

Traditional forms of physical therapy and rehabilitation are
often based on therapist observation and judgment; coinci-
dentally this process can be inaccurate, expensive, and non-
timely [8]. There is supporting evidence that Virtual Reality
(VR) can be a useful tool in improving outcomes compared
to conventional therapy [9]. Rehabilitation research has seen
increasing use of VR due to the ability to simulate realistic and
complex situations that are critical to laboratory-based human
behavior investigations [10].

VR therapy is unique in part due to the stimulating
convergence of presence and emotion [11]. Increasing the
number of stimuli using iVR is key to influencing user
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experience and behavior [12]. Thus, increased immersion
leads to the more emotional influence of the user and can
incite desired physiological responses through the crafting
of the VR Experience viewed by the user [13]. With the
price of computing and hardware decreasing, VR headsets are
becoming more popular due to increased affordability paired
with improved quality and experience [14], [15].

Hundreds of studies throughout the past decade support
that VR is useful for motor rehabilitation [8], [16], [17], with
many of these studies confirming that the use of VR had
primarily resulted in significant improvements when compared
to traditional forms of therapy [18], [19].

These studies have used off-the-shelf systems including
Microsoft Kinect, Nintendo Wii, IREX: Immersive Rehabil-
itation Exercise, Sony Playstation EyeToy, Cave Automated
Virtual Environment, as well as many custom designed and
configured systems. However, due to the rapid innovations in
VR technology, rehabilitation protocols of these past studies
have been far and apart due to differences in affordability,
software performance, and usability of older VR systems [20].

Only recently, as of this paper, high performance and
immersive VR systems became affordable to the average
consumer through new headsets such as the Samsung Gear
VR, Google Daydream, Oculus Rift, PlayStation VR, and HTC
Vive [14].

Based upon our review of the studies and systems mentioned
above, as well as a brainstorming session with patient and
therapist stakeholders who volunteered in our study, we
determined that the HTC Vive is the most balanced with
consideration for trade-offs between cost, resolution, speed,
tracking ability, user-friendliness and processing power.

C. Constraint Induced Movement Therapy

For this study, Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy
(CIMT) has been chosen as the target form of therapy to
bring into immersive Virtual Reality (iVR) application, because
traditional CIMT has low compliance and is often considered
beneficial for stroke rehabilitation [21]. CIMT is an intensive
program targeted towards upper extremity motor rehabilitation,
where one side of the body is weaker than the other. The weaker
extremity receives repeated and intensive training for more than
six hours per day, while the unaffected extremity is physically
constrained during 90% of waking hours [22]. CIMT has been
reviewed in clinical studies and is considered to be a golden
standard in improving functional performance and increased
usage of the more affected upper extremity when compared
to traditional rehabilitation techniques [22]. However, CIMT
is problematic in that it lacks compliance and is costly [23].
Even with the benefits that CIMT research shows, surveys of
stroke survivors have reported that only 32% of patients were
comply with therapy protocol due to aspects of the therapy
such as wearing the physical constraint, the duration of the
treatment, and methods of exercise [21]. This low compliance
rate has led to the development of Modified Constraint-Induced
Therapy.

Modified Constraint-Induced Therapy (mCIT) is a type of
CIMT with a lighter protocol, where less compliance is needed

from the patient due to shorter intensive training periods as
well as lessening constrain on the unaffected upper extremity
[24]. While mCIT does result in increased mobility, but it still
faces the challenge of long-term compliance [24]. Based upon
these findings, we aim to establish a new form of mCIT where
we will utilize a gamified, immersive virtual environment as
a psychological constraint instead of the traditional physical
constraint used in mCIT. Using a smart reward/punishment
system and stimuli in the VR environment, we provide a high
reward if the user complies to move their weaker arm and
considerably less reward if the stronger arm is used.

D. Research Goals

Our research contribution in this paper is the documentation
of the outcomes from a user evaluation for an approach to VR
as a rehabilitation tool. The HTC Vive has potential to improve
user experience, data collection, and accessibility (including
affordability). In addition to being one of the first to use the
HTC Vive for physical therapy, our application of the HTC
Vive leverages its unique localization system in the specific
application for post-stroke rehabilitation.

With the cost of computing decreasing and the power of
computing increasing for computational devices, innovations in
VR technology brings opportunity for a new level of therapeutic
applications to improve patient experience and outcomes [25],
[14], [15]. Upon reviewing multiple commercial VR and motion
capture systems such as the Oculus Rift, Playstation Morpheus,
IREX and Optitrack, we decided to use the HTC Vive as a
medium to create a rehabilitative experience. The HTC Vive,
developed by Valve Corporation and HTC, has shown potential
to not only improve patient experience, but to capture useful
biofeedback as well [26]. The biofeedback can be used by
remote therapists to track progress of their patients and to
allow the game play to adapt to the player’s movements for a
personalized experience. The HTC Vive provides high accuracy
3D motion capture (+/- 1.2mm worst case) for an affordable
price of 600 USD [27]. Specifically, the HTC Vive differs from
other modern iVR headsets such as Oculus and Playstation
VR through its localization system. In this study with nine
post-stroke participants, we have developed an iVR game,
"Project Star Catcher," with the HTC Vive to demonstrate our
new form of mCIT using psychological constraint instead of
physical constraint. The implementation of this VR system for
motor rehabilitation therapy facilitates telerehabilitation, which
is widely considered to be beneficial to stroke rehabilitation
[2].

Our research questions are:
1) Is psychological constraint effective for mCIT?
2) Can therapy using iVR with the HTC Vive improve

compliance rate in mCIT?
3) Is biofeedback collected during iVR use feasible for

therapist observation?

A stimulating environment allows users to emotionally invest
in rehabilitation [11]. When brainstorming this project with
therapists and patients, we considered game themes that could
help users focus on the game rather than the difficulty of
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rehabilitation. Space and stars are subjects of universal human
curiosity, so we chose this theme. This led us to Project
Star Catcher, an out of this earth virtual reality application
where, rather than just performing repetitive motions, you catch
shooting stars in a cosmic stimulating experience.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

Project Star Catcher (PSC), was developed with Unity Game
Engine v5.5.0f3 and the SteamVR v1.2.0 open source plug-in
for the HTC Vive. The HTC Vive is a VR head-mounted display
(HMD) that implements a 4x4m room scale tracking technology
by utilizing a "lighthouse" system of lasers which enable the
user to interact and be accurately tracked in a 3D virtual space
[28]. The portable lighthouse system can effectively perform
motion capture at speeds greater than 90Hz, and with the Vive
Trackers it is possible to get 6-DoF tracking data for up to
16+ locations [27]. The HMD provides a 110 degree field
of view and 90 Hz refresh rate, and the system itself has a
significantly low latency of 22 milliseconds, which is known
to reduce motion sickness [26]. Motion capture is tracked at
120Hz using infrared laser sweeping and photo-diodes that
enable for recovery of position and orientation [28].

PSC incentivizes the use of the participant’s stroke-affected
arm through a reward system of catching falling stars in a
illustrious cosmic virtual world (Figure 1) while capturing real-
time data available using Unity and the HTC Vive. Successful
data communication of over 90Hz was achieved using Microsoft
.NET Framework and C#. Using the Unity physics engine, the
Rigidbody class was used to model stars and the HTC Vive
controllers were modeled as Capsule Colliders that detected
contact with stars. Stars randomly spawn at different locations
along a half circle in front of the player to vary motions
and body posture when catching stars. All game play was set
to a time-dependent state, allowing for a customizable and
time-dependent assignment of the moving stars.

A. System Implementation

PSC can be played while sitting or standing to accommodate
participants’ capability. Stars are set to fall from distinct
locations that incite the user to perform rehabilitative arm
motions. Stars are caught when the player touches them using
a hand held controller, termed Star Catcher, which can be tied to
a player’s hand if they are unable to hold it. Using the player’s
weaker, stroke affected arm to catch a star earns more score
points than catching with the other arm. Catching a star results
rewarding stimuli, including haptic feedback as the controller
vibrates, figuratively feeling the stars being caught, and sounds
emit from an attached speaker. These stimuli effectively create
an immersive environment through touch, sound, and sight to
increase the desired psychological response from the player
[13].

The weaker, stroke affected arm is rendered as a green
Star Catcher while the stronger arm is rendered as a red Star
Catcher, as seen in Figure 1; participants were encouraged to
use their weaker arm with priority to gain the maximal amount
of score. The score is calculated by user performance, with
the weak arm providing the most influence, which was used as

Fig. 1. Incoming Stars during game-play of Project Star Catcher (Lower Half)
with Developer View (Upper Half)

a quantifier for user progress and motivation. For example, if
the user performs a forward lateral raise and succeeds to catch
a star, they will be awarded points depending on the difficulty.
If the user catches with their weaker (green) arm, then the
base score is multiplied, achieving more points. Therefore, the
scoring system acts as a motivator to play and a metric for the
user to see their progression grow and compare performance
over time.

Game base difficulty corresponds to speed and spawn
location of starts, which adjusts the amount of movement
needed to score points, and is adjusted for personalize gameplay
experience to accommodate reaction times and stage of therapy.
Three types of spawning stars: bronze, silver, and gold, fall
at 50%, 100%, and 150%, respectively, speed of the user’s
base speed. The difficulty can also be adjusted by the therapist
at any time. For example, a base speed of 1m/s will give
the user 15 seconds of visual and audio cue to perform a
lateral arm raise in order to catch the star. A spawn time of
5 seconds, means that the user will need to perform another
repetition of movement every 5 seconds to successfully catch
another star. Data captured can be analyzed to determine therapy
performance, where corresponding successful catches indicate
repetitive movements the user was able to achieve. Based on
live data, a therapist, either remotely or in person, can adjust
the difficulty to prescribe more repetitions of lateral/forward
arm raises, and or increasing the speed of each repetition.

The evaluator interface, as seen in Figure 2, was designed
based off of feedback from therapists involved in the study.
The game settings can be fully customized by a therapist
to adjust reward, difficulty, data sampling, and file export.
This interface enables tele-therapy options using available
collaborative software such as Teamviewer. The therapist or
participant can start a game session, with the intention that
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Fig. 2. Evaluator Interface for Project Star Catcher

the user trains at home, and the therapist checks the user as
needed to monitor progress and make necessary adjustments.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND USER STUDY

A. Participants

One set of participants was recruited for this study: users
in post-stroke therapy. An IRB Approval was obtained from
the University of California, Santa Cruz after extensive review
by the Office of UCSC Research Compliance Administration
(ORCA).

Nine stroke survivors from Cabrillo College’s Stroke and
Disability Learning Center (SDLC) volunteered. The SDLC is
a unique program at Cabrillo College that starts where medical
rehabilitation leaves off. Patients become students and enroll
in specialized classes to develop strategies and gain skills in
a supportive learning community. The nine participants were
comprised of five males and four females, aged 36 to 87 years
old, and have been recovering from stroke for at least three
years (the longest was nine years after stroke).Three participants
were in wheelchairs, four use canes, and two have personal
assistants to help them walk by holding their arms. All user
signed consent forms before testing and were recruited through
the head coordinators from SDLC.

B. Experiment Design

Participants were tested on site at the SDLC. Experiment
sessions began with the participants filling consent forms for
video and audio release. A participant’s therapist or caretaker
was around to monitor and provide support during the study. At
least two study proctors were present to monitor the participants
and help set up the HTC Vive for use. Each game session was
videotaped for future analysis.

Participants were verbally instructed about PSC’s mechanics,
encouraged to prioritize use of the weaker (green) arm to
maximize score, and then asked to read PSC’s instructions
through the in-game virtual starting room. Then to get used to
the 3D, 360 degree iVR environment, the users were required
to position their heads to identify three logos placed around

Fig. 3. An example of participant testing environment

them. An introductory round of game play was then done on
the lowest difficulty for about 90 seconds to help introduce
the user to the virtual environment; a base difficulty was then
calculated based upon the user’s initial game-play.

Finally, a study round was performed for about two minutes
where the users were asked to beat their introductory score.
After each game session, the participants were interviewed
while watching a recording of their prior game play. The
interviewer stopped the video at different points and asked
the participant to explain behaviors as needed. Caretakers and
therapists were interviewed after all participants. The testing
commenced once a week for one month.

IV. RESULTS

Our system was developed to improve upon mCIT by
replacing a physical constraint with a psychological one,
specifically, by using iVR and game mechanics to provide
more reward if the participants use their weak arms to catch
falling stars of varying speeds and spawn locations. The stroke
survivors were very motivated to use their weak arms. To do a
proper comparison of the compliance rate, we normalized the
number of the stars caught by each participant into percentages.

This evaluation with Project Star Catcher was our first foray
into the use and design features of VR game using the HTC
Vive to improve compliance rate for motor rehabilitation. Figure
4 shows the average amount of the stars caught by the 9
participants with the weak and strong arms while playing PSC.
Bronze, Silver, and Gold act as markers to easy, medium, and
hard difficulty catches based upon the difficulty calculated from
the introductory game play. In general, we can see that the
participants are mostly compliant to the game rule: they tried
to use the weak arms as much as they can. Unsurprisingly,
though the usage with the weak arm decreased as difficulty
increased.
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Fig. 4. Average ratios of stars caught by each Post-Stroke user

As Figure 4 shows, across all participants, the compliance
rates for using the weak arms were 78.06%, 78.16%, and
57.77% for the bronze, silver, and gold stars, respectively. In
our observation, stronger arm usage was due to fatigue and
weaknesses affecting their ability to continue using solely their
weak arms, instead of attitudinal non-compliance. The easy
and medium difficulties compliance of 78% is vastly more
than the 32% compliance rate seen in traditional forms of
CIMT therapy[21]. Of course, using physiological constraint
differs greatly from traditional CIMT, but this high level of
compliance is at least noteworthy. It is also important to note
that the length of the study was short and needs to be extended.
Additionally, long term use of iVR for therapy still needs to
be explored for compliance rate and effectiveness in treatment.

Furthermore, we obtained 90Hz motion capture data for each
user in the course of game-play. An example of this can be seen
with two random different stroke survivors, Users 1 and 9, as
shown in Figure 5. The locations of the weaker arm (in green),
stronger arm (in red), and headset (in blue) data are normalized
and plotted in a 3d cluster, where the head position has been
set to the origin. Note that the stronger arm (represented by the
red dots) for User 1 is highly concentrated in one location (in
this case resting on the lap). This indicates stricter compliance
of not using that arm and allows us to examine range of motion
as well as some extents to use strategy. Whereas User 9 (whom
we observed was more fatigued) used their stronger arm more
often, but still used their weaker arm for more than half the
time. It should be noted that Users 1 and 9 are in different
stages of therapy and levels of impairment, however both users

Fig. 5. Motion Capture of Hand and Head Positions for the top and lowest
scoring users

had over 50% usage with their weak (green) arms, so we can
argue that the game mechanic is still influential in persuading
them to use the weak arm. This positional data also allows for
therapists to automatically capture range of motion, speed, and
acceleration, as well as displaying biases in user strategy and
arms.

Difficulty also affected user behavior. Figure 6 shows the
users scores in accordance to their total catches (a catch
correlates to a successful physical rehabilitation movement,
such as a lateral arm raise). A higher score was earned by
those who pushed themselves harder in therapy, this can be
seen in the difference between Users 1 and 9. User 1 pushed
themselves to use their weak arm to catch the more gold stars
which hold the highest difficulty (spawn location and falling
speed). User 9 didn’t catch any gold stars, and defaulted to
the stronger arm for almost half of the all catches.

V. DISCUSSION

This paper reports on the design and evaluation of an iVR
game that adapts an established physical therapy methods
through its game mechanics. Project Star Catcher was evaluated
by its intended users, people whose one side of their upper
limbs is weaker than the other side. Our set of participants,
stroke survivors with hemiparesis on one side of their body,
helped with evaluating the iVR gaming experience and reward
system.
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Fig. 6. Difficulty of catches for the top and lowest scoring users

This study was designed to explore three questions: feasibil-
ity of using psychological constraint for mCIT, exploration of
compliance rate using iVR, and the use of biofeedback from
iVR for therapist analysis and observation. Our study was short
term and serves as a proof of concept; the system suggests
that this method can yield equivalent or better results than
traditional CIMT.

Firstly, our experimental group performed exceedingly well
and completed testing. The scoring system and iVR experience
of PSC encouraged players to actively perform rehabilitative
motions while having fun. Even though there were no physical
constraints on their stronger arms, participants prioritized using
their weaker arms for the reward incentives such as the game
score as shown in Figures 4 and 5. Thus, one could postulate
that psychological constraint is a feasible substitution over
physical in mCIT when using immersive Virtual Environments.

Secondly, the results of the test showed promise in users
following game protocol. Participants thought the games were
fun and did not request significant changes or improvements
to the games, beyond "more games" and "happier music."
Finally, when asked whether they preferred the game or the
traditional physical therapy that they currently do, the group
unanimously preferred the game, which they concluded was
more engaging and entertaining than their usual exercises.
Many of the therapists and users even asked to obtain personal
access to the game because it was a "fun addition to therapy"

and they wanted to continue using it. With Figure 4 showing
an average weak arm usage of around 70% for users stroke
survivors alike, it is suggestive that iVR is a useful tool in
increasing compliance to a therapy protocol.

Thirdly, the increased biofeedback from our game definitely
helped provide therapist observation. Figure 5 is an example of
the capabilities of therapy through the use of iVR with the HTC
Vive. Using such data can provide insight into user strategy
towards therapy as well as highlight potential weaknesses
in user progression that can be addressed by the therapist.
Figure 4 is an example of how captured data can be used
to suggest user strategy in therapy. Motivation and challenge
are useful indicators that need to be fine tuned during therapy.
When shown these results visualizations, Therapists from SDLC
claimed ”having access to this data would definitely provide
new insights into patient behavior and therapy progress.” For
the $600 (as of this paper) HTC Vive System, Therapists can
access high accuracy 6-DoF biofeedback unlike traditional
forms of therapy. This has large potential.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Physical therapy can be strenuous, painful, and daunting
with potential to result in less participation from patients and
longer recovery rates. iVR has the potential to influence users
during therapy while providing alleviation for some of these
challenges. "Project Star Catcher," an iVR game developed
with the HTC Vive, provided a user-centered method of motor
rehabilitation that contributed to a fun and motivating way to
perform exercise. From a preliminary study with nine post-
stroke users, PSC has shown the potential for high compliance
and increased biofeedback that can be implemented in the
clinic or through tele-rehabilitation.

A long term study will be commenced to obtain a deeper
understanding of translating mCIT into virtual reality. Before
this is done, PSC can benefit two major fundamental modi-
fications. Firstly, integrating PSC’s real time data collection
into a cloud based platform would benefit therapists as well as
collection of long term data. Such an interface would provide
ease of use for therapists and readily available biofeedback
visualizations to help impact medical management. We will
also integrate HTC Vive trackers to capture more locations than
just the headset and arms; we could potentially use skeletal
tracking with thanks to the possibility of 16+ tracking locations
available with the HTC Vive system. Secondly, PSC produces a
plethora user kinematic and behavioral data. This provides the
opportunity to integrate machine learning protocols into game
difficulty and evaluator adjustments, as well as may provide
new insights into the stroke rehabilitation process. Exploring
PSC’s data generation could lead to the development of a
Artificial Intelligence Agent to optimize the results in Stroke
Rehabilitation with Constraint-Induced Therapy and more.

In conclusion, we believe that we are in the right direction
for developing an iVR game based on an established therapy
method that is fun, portable, and simple while providing cost
effective performance data.
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